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Welcome to our First Edition of LINK UP NEWS, featuring articles on agriculture products, water,   

EMF helpful information, research and so much more.  

As we all live in unprecedented times in 2020, taking care of ones own health quality, the health of            

animals, our land and the environment in which we all live, is paramount.   

Penergetic Certified Organic Agriculture Products, Aquakat  Water Vitalisation and Purification    

Devices,  together with Svitec and Rayguard EMF Protection Products, provide long term              

sustainable effective solutions. 

 

WE ARE EXPANDING INTO NEW ZEALAND      

With the growing success of our Australian  Business, we are proud to announce 

Penergetic is opening up in New Zealand within weeks. Websites will soon also be operating for NZ. 

It is our pleasure to introduce and welcome as part of our Penergetic Team Worldwide, Stuart 

Chaney, a qualified accountant, who will be operating the Penergetic International New Zealand 

Business and  managing the distribution and product sales. Stuart joins us with extensive business            

experience and a successful background in associated Industry Businesses. 

PENERGETIC AGRICULTURE PRODUCT NEWS AND TRIALS 

In each state of Australia, Penergetic Products are used and extensively promoted. 

Our company also conduct many product triials in different locations, to see first hand 

our product results under Australian Conditions in Agriculture 

TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT CHICKEN FARMER SUCCESS STORY 

On a property of 185 acres, this farmer uses many organic  

farming practices over the entire farm, as well as raising chicks through to full 

maturity selling weight for food uses. He chooses also to butcher his own birds 

which are sold to selected customer bases. These are very sought after birds due to how they are 

raised, without the use of any chemicals, and free roaming chicken housing.  

Our agriculture representative Ian Lawry, introduced the Penergetic Aquakat Water Devices after 

his customer experienced massive bird losses in his young chicks. The problem 

was sourced to the unhealthy bore water which supplied the chicken houses. 

Installing the Aquakat Spring Quality Water Device has seen a significant  

beneficial effect upon the water balancing, to such an extent, that the baby 

chicks are no longer dying. Very much a win win for his business. 

Penergetic T Feed Supplement was then introduced., which has seen a faster 

growth time with calmer and healthier looking birds. With the use of Aquakat 

and T for chickens, they now reach an even growth rate in just 5 weeks. Chicks 

at 7 weeks reach 2.5kg live weight, shortening the growth time by two weeks. 

Now Penergetic K  Compost for barn health., along with Penergetic W water remediation for tank 

water balancing, is being introduced to enhance levels of farming production at this property. 
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     KILLARNEY BLACK ANGUS GRAZIER PASTURES 

This very large property has seen family generations of farming and cattle raising. Barley, oats, small 

crops and grass pastures are grown and produced, to provide feed for the animals. 

Owners Paul and Sue have an area of land on the property which is not good for production. 

Penergetics B Soil Re-generation and P Plant Tonic Products were introduced by our Professional    

Agricuture Representative Ian Lawry, with the decision made to carry out B & P product trials.        

The trials are set up in 4 sections with 2ha each per lot, with spacing between the sections. One plot 

with Penergetic B Soil, another with B and ActivFert, ActivFert alone, and a no product placebo plot. 
 

This property has experienced as well extreme drought with no grass, and recent rain has seen grass 

growth to come back. First application was the B soil product, , which has been followed up by the first 

application of P. Trials are progressing well, seeing improvement in soil health and structure, with     

better plant and root growth, as opposed to the other trial lots.  

The second application of P  during the growth period will soon be applied. 

Penergetic K Compost is also to be applied to the dead residue of a previous crop on another area of 

the farm, The result of using K product, will be to create mulch to benefit the next crop planted. 

After testing the water from the Penergetic Aquakat Water vitalisation and purification device, Paul 

decided to install the 1” home device for their household water supply. Ian will continue to monitor the 

trials through to completion, with consideration being given to use the Penergetic Ariculture Products 

more extensively on this farm. 

 

WAIKERIE DISTRICT SOUTH AUSTRALIA  -  PIGGERY FARMING OPERATIONS 

                   

 

 

 

 

       

Family owned and operated  for decades, it is now almost a year 

since we received a call from the on farm vet, expressing interest 

in using our Penergetic G Slurry Product to eliminate pig shelter 

odours and some problematic bacteria in shelters. 
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Successful results were achieved in a short space of time, using the G Product, which led to further 

discussions regarding serious water problems on the property, with the source of supply from the   

adjacent river, and the open water reservoir on their property. This feeds into many large tanks for   

water storage around the property, as well as being the source of water supply to the pig shelters and 

residential homes located on the farm. The health and wellbeing of the pigs as well as the baby piglets, 

with losses of large piglet numbers, needed to be rectified, together with the homes water supplies. 

Penergetic Aust  Owners Kurt and Lyn made the decision to visit the property to see  the full set up-

first hand, enabling them to recommend the use of both Aquakat Water Devices combined  with     

Penergetic W Water Remediation Products. Excellent results have been achieved for water               

operations for the entire farm usage. Accredited water testing has also been carried out. 

The use of Penergetic T Animal Feed Supplement has seen results of weight gain above what was 

seen prior to introducing this product, and a calmness with the pigs in the shelters. 

Kurt works closely with the owners on a continuing basis, with respect to the ranges of Penergetic   

Products and being able to achieve ongoing excellent results for these piggeries. 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

HOME GARDEN TRANSFORMATION  -  PENERGETIC  PRODUCT PICTURES TELL THIS STORY 

Keen gardener Margarite Laing, who grew up around family farms, living with her husband on acreage 

in North West Brisbane, is sharing her Success Story using Penergetic  B Soil and P Plant        

Products. The increased size of the crops and the health of plants is remarkable as the above pictures 

of lemons and purple beans show, compared to the years before, when she just used Chemical        

Fertiliser and Seasol Soil Enhancer. Foliage looks so much healthier using the Penergetic Products. 

The B Soil product has also fixed the watering problem in her gardens. The water now seeps into 

the soil instead of running off. Other plant improvements worth speaking about: 

Tumeric has many more fingers this year and larger  -  Ginger is huge with the best bitey flavour  - 

Bananas: have 5 bunches this year but before Penergetics I was lucky to have 2 bunches  -   

Paw Paw Tree has 43 paw paws, never seen this before - Strawberries are so laden with extra fruit - 

Passionfruits are full of fruit inside with such flavour  -  Pineapples took 18mths to fully fruit  when   

prior it was 2 years  -  Rocket Plants have just gone crazy & my fiends say it’s the best taste ever -   

Potatoes growing for the first time with really healthy plants Shallots are a huge size with using P. 
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Rose Plants looking exceptional. Such rich green leaf colour and increased blooms on each plant -

Roses take a special place for Margarite as her Dad was an avid Rose Gardener. 

Encouraging Home Gardeners to see the Website www.penergetics.com.au for product information. 

 

PRODUCTS PROVIDING PROTECTION AGAINST EMF HARMFUL RADIATION & 5G TECHNOLOGY 

SVITEC  DEVICES are a combination of Penergetic and Rayguard scientific technologies. 

Electronically programmed with each organism possessing its own spin, its own rotation and its own 

biomagnetic field programmed on to a carrier material.  

The technology uses a specific mix of minerals, for harmonising radiation. The mixture of minerals can 

absorb the split impacting electromagnetic rays to protect cells from the biological impact of EMF,  

clearly  protecting the cells from reduction of cell proliferation and cell cycle alterations. 

 

HARMFUL BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON THE HUMAN BODY 

Fatigue  -  Headache  -  Tinnitus  -  Brain Tumours  -  Sleep Disorders 

Alzheimer’s Disease  -  Hyper-Tension  -  Heart Attack  -  Stroke   

Dementia  -  Digestive Disorders  -  Blood Clots ( rouleaux formation ) 

Diabetes  -  Allergies  -  Nervousness  -  Depression   

Circulatory Disorders  -  Faster growth of existing Cancer Cells 

Reproductive Organ Malfunction 



WHAT ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION DOES TO THE HUMAN BODY 

• The human body of both adults and children is adversely affected by electromagnetic radiation. 

• Control commands from the brain are not passed on properly and sometimes even faulty           

commands are transmitted.  

• Likewise, it comes to disorder in the cellular metabolism, resulting in organ failure and as a long 

term side effect, tissue alterations. The person becomes ill. The regulation, which normally      

operated automatically, is severely disrupted by harmful electromagnetic influences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Protection against Electromagnetic Radiation ( EMF ) 

Range of Devices for  -  Personal  -  At Home  -  On the Road  -  At Work   

TESTED BY OFFICIAL INSTITUTES AND RECOMMENDED BY WORLD EXPERTS 

With the rollout of 5G Technology happening all around the world, a great deal of credible evidence is 

available about the harmful effects of  this New EMF RADIATION on the human body. Now more than 

ever is the time to take a closer look and make wise choices to protect yourself, your family, your loved 

ones, and share this valuable information with friends, work and business colleagues. 

Visit our Website:  www.svitecaustralia.com.au  to see the full product range plus lots of extra       

valuable articles and resources. You are also always welcome to contact us for further assistance. 

               

Penergetic ACO Certified Agriculture Products are being used successfully in every state of         

Australia. Conducting product trials currently around Dubbo NSW, South East & West Qld Locations, 

Cunerdin in W Aust, plus an Aquakat Trial on a large Cattle Feed Lot in Qld. Watch this space for     

updates which will be posted to our News and Events section of the website. Busy times for us all! 

             Visit our Websites:  www.penergetics.com.au    www.aquakatsuatralia.com.au   

                              E-mail:  xline@bigpond.com    Phone::  +61 7 54507723 

Extending to each and everyone our best wishes from the Penergtic Team to remain positive,       

be happy, and eat wholesome fresh foods to support your immune system.                                         

Stay well and healthy in these uncertain times being experienced in our country.  

 


